
Dear Conference Participants, 

In order to assist you getting the conference venue we suggest the following opportunities. 

 

GROUP TRANSFERS. 

Note: if you are going to use any option of group transfers, please inform us urgently by 

e-mail to irap2018@rad.chem.msu.ru (we kindly ask you to specify subject: “Group 

transfer” and indicate your arrival details). 

 

1. Transfer from Sheremetyevo international airport (SVO) on August 26 

If you are arriving in SVO airport on August 26 we recommend using our free bus 

transfer. The transfer bus will be scheduled at 16:40. Meeting point is arrival zone of 

Terminal D near information desk. Our team member will assist you to get the bus 

(please look for the sign “IRaP 2018”). 

 

 

 

2. Transfer from Moscow (Paveletsky Rail Terminal) 

If you are staying in Moscow before the conference, you can use our free bus transfer 

from Paveletsky railway station (located at Paveletskaya metro station) at 16:00. The 

meeting point is Aeroexpress Ticket office. Our team member will assist you to get the 

bus (please look for the sign “IRaP 2018”).  

mailto:irap2018@rad.chem.msu.ru?subject=Group%20transfer


 

 

If you are arriving in DME airport on August 26 before 14:00, we suggest you taking 

an Aeroexpress train to get Paveletsky railway station, where you can catch our free 

transfer bus (see option #2). The train departures from the airport every 30 min and it 

costs 500 rubles. Our team member will meet you at arrival zone of DME airport and assist 

you in navigation in this airport and getting train tickets (please look for the sign “IRaP 

2018”). 

 

INDIVIDUAL TRANSFERS. 

If you’d like to have individual transfer, we suggest you getting a taxi to reach the 

conference location: Arthurs Village & Spa Hotel (Arthurs Village Reception), Moscow 

region, Mytishchi urban district, Laryovo village, Khvoyna street, 26). 

You can use the following taxi companies: 

• Yandex Taxi (There are authorized taxi desks at SVO airport)  

• Gett (There are authorized taxi desks at DME airport) 

• Uber 

A ride from DME may take 1.5 to 2 hours and cost ~1700–2500 rubles. A ride from SVO 

may take 30–40 min and cost ~600–1500 rubles. The cost and duration of a ride depend on 

the traffic situation. We strongly recommend you use only official taxis.  

 

Please contact us at irap2018@mesol.ru in case of any questions.  

 

In case of emergency you may contact us on August 26: 

+7 926 688 68 86 (Call, SMS, WhatsUp), Tatiana Volkova 

+7 916 179 47 77 (Call, SMS, WhatsUp), Svetlana Kameneva 

https://aeroexpress.ru/en/aero.html
https://taxi.yandex.com/
https://www.gett.com/
https://www.uber.com/
mailto:irap2018@mesol.ru

